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Analog Implementation of a Robust Control
Strategy for Mechanical Systems

Joaquin Alvarez, Member, IEEE, David Rosas, and Jonatan Peña

Abstract—An analog implementation of a control structure with
disturbance identification for mechanical systems is presented.
This control structure is based on a discontinuous observer that
estimates the state and the disturbances in the plant, improving
the robustness of the closed loop system which also displays a
control input free from chattering. The control structure, built
with operational amplifiers, is simple, showing good performance
for stabilization, regulation, and tracking objectives. The perfor-
mance of the circuit is compared with a digital implementation
based on a real-time data acquisition card to control a simple
pendulum. In addition, the circuit performance is illustrated on
an industrial 2-DOF robot.

Index Terms—Free chattering, nonlinear observer, robustness,
sliding modes.

I. INTRODUCTION

CONTROL of mechanical systems based on a Lagrangian
representation has been an important engineering prob-

lem for a long time. Most of the control algorithms proposed
for these systems rely on models where practical situations like
parameter uncertainty, external disturbances, or friction force
terms are not considered. In addition, a complete availability of
the state vector is often assumed. However, the position vector
is usually the only available measurement; in consequence,
the velocity vector must be calculated indirectly, yielding an
inaccurate velocity.

Some works based on robust control techniques have been
proposed to cope with parameter uncertainty and external dis-
turbances, particularly H∞ and discontinuous control (see, for
example, [1], [2], and references therein). A control procedure
with good robustness properties for some kind of disturbances
is the sliding mode technique. This control algorithm displays
good performance for regulation and tracking objectives in
mechanical systems [3]. Unfortunately, when the state reaches
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the discontinuity surface the control input usually produces
the chattering phenomenon, due to system deficiencies such
as delays and hysteresis. In practice, chattering produces heat
losses in power electronic circuits and wear of pieces as gears,
transmissions, and bearings in mechanical systems [2].

Due to the attractive robustness characteristics of sliding
mode control, several solutions to alleviate or even eliminate
chattering have been developed for some kinds of systems [4],
[5]. In these references, it is assumed that full state vector
is measured. However, as it is well known, in practice, it is
common to deal with systems where only some states are avail-
able due to, among other reasons, technological or economical
limitations.

To solve the observation problem of uncertain systems sev-
eral approaches have been developed. Sliding mode control
has been also applied successfully to design observers [2],
[6]–[8]. The sliding mode observers open the possibility to
use the equivalent output injection to identify disturbances and
uncertain parameters; this approach is considered in [6] and [8].
In addition, control techniques that use states estimated from
sliding mode observers have been developed for linear systems
[9] and for the nonlinear case [10].

Two interesting proposals to solve the chattering problem are
[11] and [12]. In [11], a controller for mechanical systems based
on sliding modes, where an approximation of the equivalent
control instead of the signum function is used in the control
law, is presented. This proposal needs a nominal model of the
mechanism and a complete access to the state vector. Moreover,
because the equivalent control is obtained in numerical form,
the control algorithm needs to be implemented in a sufficiently
fast processor to guarantee the stability of the closed loop
system. In [12], a technique that automatically fits the width
of the boundary layer in a sliding mode control system is
proposed. This technique is based on fuzzy logic, with the
objective to eliminate the chattering problem and maintain
the robustness of the closed loop system. This technique is
implemented in a dSpace 1102 real-time system, and applied
to control a selective compliant assembly robot arm (SCARA)
robot, obtaining steady-state errors of about 3.0 × 10−5 rad.

In general, the control techniques mentioned before yield
good control performance. However, the mathematical opera-
tions needed to calculate the control signal are rather complex,
possibly due to the compensation of gravitational, centrifugal,
or Coriolis terms, the solution of Hamilton–Jacobi–Isaacs equa-
tions, or the evaluation of the equivalent control. In addition,
if an observer is included in the control system, the overall
controller becomes dynamical, and the sampling time becomes

0278-0046/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the control structure with identification of distur-
bances for mechanical systems.

an important issue for the practical implementation. It is thus
necessary to use a dedicated real-time system for the accom-
plishment of the control tasks. This increases the cost of the
control system, which will need a fast processor if many highly
complex numerical operations should be performed.

As an alternative to fast processors, the analog circuit tech-
nology can be considered. Some approaches to analogical
implementation of control systems have been proposed [13],
[14]. An important issue is that the circuit is particular to the
controlled plant. In [15], software for the automatic design of
analog circuits to control linear systems, based on evolutionary
synthesis of analog circuits, is presented.

In this paper, we evaluate an analog implementation of a
robust control structure to control a general class of mechanical
systems. It solves the regulation and tracking objectives for this
kind of system and is robust with respect to parameter uncer-
tainties and external disturbances. This control structure needs
only the position vector and guarantees asymptotic convergence
to the reference, with a control input theoretically free from
chattering. It includes a discontinuous observer that estimates
the state vector and the plant disturbances, using the equiv-
alent output injection concept. This estimated perturbation is
included in the controller to compensate the actual disturbances
affecting the plant. The robustness of the control structure
permits us to design a simple electronic circuit, based on
operational amplifiers, where complex mathematical operations
are not necessary. These circuits allow us to decrease the load
of the computer where the control task is programmed. We
present experimental results of the performance of the circuit
and a comparison with a digital implementation of the control
structure.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II includes a
description of the control structure. In Section III, we present
a closed-loop stability analysis. The design with electronic cir-
cuits of each block composing the control structure is presented
in Section IV. In Section V, the analysis of the control circuit
performance is presented. Finally, a discussion of the results
and the conclusions are included in Section VI.

II. DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL STRUCTURE WITH

IDENTIFICATION OF DISTURBANCES

A block diagram of the control structure is shown in Fig. 1.
The components are the plant, which is a mechanical system, a
discontinuous observer, a low-pass filter, and the controller.

A. Plant

Consider an nDOF mechanical system described by

M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + G(q) + ϕ(q̈, q̇, q)θ + γ(t) = τ (1)

where q, q̇, and q̈ are the position, the velocity, and the accelera-
tion vectors, respectively, with dimension n, M(q) is the inertia
matrix, C(q, q̇) is the Coriolis and centrifugal force matrix,
G(q) is the gravitational force vector, ϕ(q̈, q̇, q)θ contains all
the uncertain terms due to the parameter variations vector θ.
γ(t) ∈ �n is a bounded vector of external disturbances, and
τ ∈ �n is the control input. All matrices and vectors are defined
with suitable dimensions. In this analysis, it is considered that
only the position vector q is available.

Defining the state variables as x1 = q and x2 = q̇, the state
space representation of (1) is

ẋ1 = x2 (2)

ẋ2 = f(x) + g(x1) + ξ(·) + M−1(x1)τ

y = x1 (3)

where

f(x) = −M−1(x1)C(x2, x1)x2

g(x1) = −M−1(x1)G(x1)

ξ(·) = −M−1(x1) (ϕ(ẋ2, x2, x1)θ + γ(t)) .

It can be seen that the effects of parameter variations and exter-
nal disturbances are lumped in a single term and considered as
a perturbation, called ξ(·). Note that the right-hand side of (2)
is Lipschitz in x1 and x2, and piecewise continuous in t.

B. Discontinuous Observer

A discontinuous observer is included in the control structure
to estimate the whole state vector of the plant. This observer is a
simplified version of the observer presented in [6]. It guarantees
exponential convergence to the state of the plant in spite of
uncertainties and disturbances. Note that the perturbations in
system (2) and (3) satisfy the observer matching conditions
given in [16], which permits the design of an observer.

This observer plays a central role in the performance of the
control structure. It estimates the state vector and, with the aid
of a low-pass filter, it identifies also the perturbation term. The
observer is given by

[ ˙̂x1
˙̂x2

]
=

[
x̂2

M−1(x1)τ

]
+ H(y − ŷ) (4)

ŷ = x̂1 (5)

where x̂1 ∈ �n and x̂2 ∈ �n are the states of the observer and
the vector H(y − ŷ) has the form

H(y − ŷ) =
[

C1(y − ŷ)
C2(y − ŷ) + C3sign(y − ŷ)

]
.
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Ci, i = 1, 2, 3 is a diagonal positive-definite matrix given by

Ci = diag{ci,1, ci,2, . . . , ci,n}, for i = 1, 2, 3

and the signum vector function sign(y − ŷ) is defined as

sign(y − ŷ) = [sign(y1 − ŷ1), . . . , sign(yn − ŷn)]T .

Defining error variables as e1 = x1 − x̂1, e2 = x2 − x̂2, the
error dynamics are described by

[
ė1

ė2

]
=

[
e2−C1e1

f(x)+g(x1)+ξ(·)−C2e1−C3sign(e1)

]
. (6)

Now, a new perturbation term is defined as

Ψ(·) = f(x) + g(x1) + ξ(·). (7)

Note that, provided q, q̇, q̈, and the external disturbance γ(t)
were bounded, then Ψ(·) is also bounded; that is

‖Ψ(·)‖ ≤ ρ1 ∀ t ≥ 0 (8)

where ρ1 is a positive constant.
Theorem 1: If (8) is satisfied, then there exist matrices C1,

C2, and C3 such that the origin of the error space is an exponen-
tially stable equilibrium point. Therefore, limt→∞ x̂(t) = x(t).

Proof: The proof of this theorem can be found in [6]. �
In [6], it is also shown that the equivalent output injection

ueq is given by

ueq = f(x) + g(x1) + ξ(·) = Ψ(·).

This means that ueq corresponds to the perturbation term that
is formed by uncertainties, external disturbances and the terms
f(x) and g(x1). The last result opens the possibility to obtain
the equivalent output injection ueq to include it into the con-
troller to compensate the perturbation present in the plant.

C. Filter

According to [17], the equivalent output injection ueq coin-
cides with the slow component of the discontinuous term in
(6) when the state slides on the discontinuity surface. Thus, it
can be recovered using a low-pass filter whose time constant
is small enough as compared with the slow component, yet
sufficiently large to filter out the high-rate components. Then,
we propose to use a set of n second-order low-pass Butterworth
filter to estimate the term ueq.

The following normalized transfer function is used for each
filter:

Yi(s)
Ui(s)

=
w2

ci

s2 + 1.4142wci
s + w2

ci

, i = 1, . . . , n (9)

where wci
is the cutoff frequency of each filter. Here, the filter

input is the discontinuous term of the observer c3,isign(yi −
ŷi). Denoting the output of the set of filters as xf ∈ �n and

choosing a set of constants wci
that minimizes the phase delay,

it is possible to assume that

lim
t→∞

xf = Ψ̃(·) ≈ Ψ(·) (10)

where ‖Ψ̃(·) − Ψ(·)‖ ≤ ρ0 for ρ0 � ρ1.

D. Controller

The controller can be given by any control algorithm to
which the xf term is added to compensate the disturbances
acting on the plant. For example, in this paper a proportional-
derivative (PD) controller with inertia matrix compensation is
used. The control objective is to track a smooth reference signal
qr(t) ∈ �n. Hence, the controller is given by the expression

τ = M(x1) [−xf − Kp (x1 − qr(t))

−Kv (x̂2 − q̇r(t))] + M(x1)q̈r(t) (11)

where Kp and Kv are positive-definite diagonal matrices.
To compensate the small difference between xf and ueq, a

second loop can be included (for example, H∞ or sliding mode
controllers). However, this introduces an additional complexity
in the controller implementation.

III. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF CONTROL STRUCTURE

The dynamics of the error variables e1 = x1 − x̂1, e2 =
x2 − x̂2 takes the form (6), and applying the Theorem 1, it is
possible to conclude that the observer converges exponentially
to the state of the plant.

Now, defining the tracking error between the plant output and
the reference signal z1 = x1 − qr, and its time derivatives z2 =
x2 − q̇r, the dynamics of these error varables are given by

ż1 = z2

ż2 = �(·) − Kpz1 − Kvz2 (12)

where � = Ψ(·) − xf − Kve2 is defined as a perturbation term
with the bound

‖Ψ(·) − xf − Kve2‖ ≤ αe−βt + ρ0.

Taking into account that the nominal system, defined with
�(·) = 0 in (12), has the origin as an exponentially stable
equilibrium point, and considering the results on stability of
perturbed systems presented in [18], we can guarantee that

‖z‖ ≤ ε ∀ t ≥ T

where T is a finite time and ε is a small constant.
For the ideal case, considering a limit procedure when the

boundary layer width in the real control tends to zero and an
ideal filter, we have

lim
t→∞

xf(t) = Ψ(·)

in consequence

lim
t→∞

‖�‖ = lim
t→∞

‖Ψ(·) − xf − Kve2‖ = 0.
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Fig. 2. Electronic circuit of the observer.

The term �(·) can be seen as a vanishing perturbation with
exponential decreasing rate. Hence, it is possible to find values
for Kp and Kv such that the origin of the system (12) will be
an asymptotically stable equilibrium point [18].

IV. DESIGN OF ANALOG CIRCUIT OF

CONTROL STRUCTURE

To design an electronic circuit for this structure which can be
used for different mechanisms modeled by (1), it is convenient
to express the inertia matrix M(q) as

M(q) = M0 + ΔM(q)

where M0 = diag{m1, . . . ,mn} is a nominal diagonal con-
stant matrix and ΔM(q) = M(q) − M0 will be considered as
a perturbation term that will be compensated by the controller.

Then, the control structure can be seen as set of n 1-DOF-
subsystems with a plant given by

ẋ1i
=x2i

(13)

ẋ2i
= fi(x) + gi(x1) + ξi(·) + m−1

i τi

yi =x1i (14)

an observer with the form
[ ˙̂x1i

˙̂x2i

]
=

[
x̂2i

m−1
i τi

]
+

[
c1i

(yi − ŷi)
c2i

(yi − ŷi) + c3i
sign(yi − ŷi)

]
(15)

ŷi = x̂1i
(16)

a filter given by (9), and a controller given by

τi = mi [−xfi − kpi
(x1i

− qri
(t))

− kvi
(x̂2i

− q̇ri
(t))] + miq̈ri

(t) (17)

for i = 1, . . . , n. Equations (9) and (15)–(17) form a module to
control each joint of system (2). In the sequel, we describe the
design of the components of this module.

A. Design of Observer Circuit

The observer has been scaled by a factor of 15 to keep
the magnitude of the signals into suitable levels. This scaling
factor was determined through simulations. This scaling is
performed only on signal x̂2,i because it is considered that
signal x̂1,i does not attain values greater than 2π V. However,
the observer circuit may be scaled by another factor according
to the magnitude of the signals.

By doing a change of variables, x̂1,i = x̄1,i and x̂2,i =
15x̄2,i, the observer dynamics are described by

˙̄x1,i = 15x̄2,i + c1,i(x1,i − x̄1,i)

˙̄x2,i =
m−1

i

15
τ +

c2,i

15
(x1 − x̄1)

+
c3,i

15
sign(x1,i − x̄1,i). (18)

The electronic circuit is shown in Fig. 2, whereas a first step
the observation error e1,i is calculated. In the second step the
error signum is obtained. Finally, the observer is built with
two integrators and two adders. Pertinent considerations have
been done in such a way that the outputs of the circuit are the
observed states. The JFET-input operational amplifier TL084,
manufactured by Texas Instruments, is employed in the circuit.

B. Design of Low-Pass Filter Circuit

There are two well-known architectures for analog imple-
mentation of active filters, Sallen–Key and Rauch architectures.
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Fig. 3. Electronic circuit of the filter.

Fig. 4. Controller circuit.

The Sallen–Key architecture is used because it requires fewer
components. The transfer function (9) can be written as

Yi(s)
Ui(s)

=
1

w2
ci

R1,iR2,iC1,iC2,is2+wci
C1,i(R1,i+R2,i)s+1

.

(19)

Because the filter input is scaled in a factor of 15, the filter out-
put is scaled by the same factor, denoting its output as x̄fi . The
filter circuit is shown in Fig. 3. In this circuit, the dual low-noise
wide-bandwidth precision amplifier TL5580, manufactured by
Texas Instruments, is employed in the implementation.

C. Design of Controller Circuit

The analog implementation of controller (11) is straight-
forward because it needs only algebraic operations. It is not
necessary to scale the controller equation, it is only necessary
to multiply by Mo each term before performing the addition.

The controller circuit is shown in Fig. 4. The JFET-input op-
erational amplifier Tl084, manufactured by Texas Instruments,
is employed in the circuit.

The full circuit of the control structure with identification of
disturbances is shown in Fig. 5. There is a new block in this
circuit corresponding to a velocity filter. Its purpose is to reduce
the high-frequency components that are present in the estimated
velocity term x̂2. These high-frequency components are due to
the discontinuous term present into the observer and to circuit
imperfections. There is a selector to choose the signal which
will be sent to the controller, x̂2 or x̂2 filtered. In some cases,
when the coefficient C3 is small enough, it is not necessary to
filter x̂2. However, when this coefficient is large, it is convenient
to use the filtered version because it reduces the high-frequency
components in the control signal. The velocity filter is given by
the equation

Γẋ2fil = −x2fil + x̂2 (20)

where Γ = 0.05, and the filter output is x2fil.
There is another selector that permits us to choose between

the control signal τ or an auxiliary signal τaux. The signal τ
is selected for the closed-loop system, τaux when the system is
not controlled. The signal τaux allows one to tune the observer
when the system is in open loop.
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Fig. 5. Full circuit of the control structure with identification of disturbances.

There are several potentiometers which are labeled according
to their corresponding gain. The tuning of the circuit is not
difficult if one follow the theoretical development presented in
previous sections.

V. ANALYSIS OF CONTROL CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE

In this section, the performance of the electronic circuit
is analyzed. This is carried on with the application to two
mechanisms: a simple pendulum and an industrial robot.

A. Application to Simple Pendulum of Analog
and Digital Implementations

The analog and digital implementation of the control struc-
ture is presented in this section to evaluate the performance of

the analog circuit, the objective is to show that the performance
of the circuit is similar to the performance of the computer-
based control. In the digital implementation, the Simulink
package of Matlab software, with solver ode2 (Heun), and a
fixed step of 10−4 s were used, with a dSpace DS1104 system
for real-time PC-based applications.

A mechanical simple pendulum of Mechatronics, Inc., is
used as the plant, whose nominal model is given by

ẋ1 = x2 (21)

ẋ2 = −ax2 − b sin(x1) + cτ + γ(t)

y = x1 (22)

where a = (I + ml2c)
−1δ, b = (I + ml2c)

−1(−mglc), c =
(I + ml2c)

−1, with m = 1.6365 kg, lc = 0.0762 m, g =
9.804 m/s2, I = 0.0085 kg · m2, and δ = 0.00053 kg · m2/s.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between (left) analog and (right) digital implementation:
Position, tracking error, and observation error for the simple pendulum.

Fig. 7. Comparison between (left) analog and (right) digital: Perturbation
identified and control input for the simple pendulum.

It is considered that γ(t) represents a bounded external dis-
turbance. The resistor values in the control circuit are RC1 =
400 Ω, RC2 = 6 kΩ, RC3 = 1.667 kΩ, RKp = 1.388 kΩ, and
RKv = 15.873 kΩ, and the gains in the software are C1 = 25,
C2 = 25, C3 = 90, Kp = 400, and Kv = 35.

A Butterworth filter is designed with a cutoff frequency of
30 rad/s. In all experiments 1 rad is represented by 1 V. It is
important to note that in all experiments, due to an emergency
stop button in the power drive, at the beginning the system is in
open loop, some seconds later the loop is closed, it produces a
big control signal at the beginning.

The comparison between analog and digital performance is
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. In Fig. 6(a) and (d), it can be seen
that the pendulum position reaches the reference signal in a
short time, this means that the differences between the nominal
model and the real model has been identified by the observer
and the filter and compensated by the controller, this result
cannot be reached with classical PD controller. The tracking
errors, in steady state, keep levels lower than 1% that represents
a deviation lower than 0.01 rad [see Fig. 6(b) and (e)]. The
observation errors, Fig. 6(c) and (f), also remain small which
indicates the correct operation of the observer.

Fig. 8. SCARA robot controlled by the analog implementation of the control
structure.

There is a difference between digital and analog implemen-
tation in the observation error. The signal shown in Fig. 6(c) is
noisy due to the inherent noise present in electronic circuits.
However, as it is shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b), the control
objective is achieved with the same precision that for the digital
implementation.

Fig. 7 shows the scaled estimated perturbation term [Fig. 7(a)
and (c)]. To obtain the actual perturbation, it is necessary to
multiply these signals by 15. One can see that perturbation
term, in the case of analog implementation, is larger than digital
implementation. This is due to component tolerances of the
circuit, which are considered as disturbances and included in
this term.

Fig. 7 shows also the control inputs for the analog and digital
cases. In the analog case, there are high-frequency components
with very small amplitude. This is because the control signal
has to compensate all the physical circuit imperfections. How-
ever, these components do not produce harmful effects to the
mechanism.

B. Application to Industrial Robot

A SCARA industrial robot from SONY (see Fig. 8) is used
to show the performance of the control circuit in an industrial
equipment. In this experiment, there is an extreme situation;
all parameters are unknown but the circuit used to control the
simple pendulum will be used here with an adequate tuning.
This experiment is restricted, due to some technical limitations,
to 2 DOF that form a horizontal double pendulum. The nominal
inertia matrix with constant coefficients is given by

M−1
o =

[
55.549 0

0 55.549

]

these constants were taken from the simple pendulum, here
x1,1, x1,2 are the position and the velocity of the joint 1 and
x2,1, x2,2 are the position and the velocity of the joint 2.
For each joint, a control circuit is used. The values of the
resistors in both circuits are the following. For the joint 1,
RC1 = 400 Ω, RC2 = 6 kΩ, RC3 = 500 Ω, RKp = 831 Ω, and
RKv = 1.462 kΩ. For the joint 2, RC1 = 400 Ω, RC2 = 6 kΩ,
RC3 = 500 Ω, RKp = 1418 Ω, and RKv = 11.219 kΩ.
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Fig. 9. Experimental results for the SCARA robot. Joint 1: (a) reference and
joint position, (c) tracking error. Joint 2: (b) reference and joint position and
(d) tracking error.

Fig. 10. Experimental results for the SCARA robot; the control signals.
(a) Joint 1. (b) Joint 2.

The control objective is achieved as is shown in Fig. 9. In
Fig. 9(a) and (b), it can be seen that the robot joint positions
(solid lines) reach the reference signal (dotted lines) in a short
time, having a good performance in steady state. In Fig. 9(c)
and (d), the tracking errors are presented. These errors are
small, lower than 1%, which is satisfactory for many practical
implementations.

Control input signals are shown in Fig. 10. For both control
signals, the levels are into ranges not dangerous to operational
amplifiers. Moreover, the high-frequency components that are
present in the control input signals do not produce harmful
effects as would happen with a controller based on sliding
modes. The results obtained are acceptable in many industrial
applications.

In a second experiment, a train of pulses is applied to each
joint to simulate the typical operation for this kind of robots (see
Fig. 11). Fig. 12 shows that the tracking errors in steady state
are about 5 × 10−4 rad. It is important to note that in this ex-
periment, the maximum velocity in joint one is approximately
420 ◦/s and in the second joint is approximately 286 ◦/s, these
values are inside the typical operation range of this kind of the
industrial robots (see, for example, [19]).

Fig. 11. Experimental results for the SCARA robot with a pulsed signal as
reference.

Fig. 12. Tracking errors for the SCARA robot with a pulsed signal as
reference.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This control structure presents interesting characteristics as
robustness, identification of disturbances, modular implemen-
tation, and free chattering. It only needs the position of each
joint and does not involve complex calculations. Therefore, it is
easy to implement it with analog circuits. Its main limitation is
that it can be applied only to Lagrangian systems.

The electronic circuit proposed in this paper presented a
good performance for regulation and tracking of a SCARA
robot. The steady-state regulation errors have magnitudes about
6.5 × 10−4 rad in the first joint and 8 × 10−5 rad in the second
joint. These errors are very similar to those obtained in [12],
where a dSpace 1102 system was used.

It is important to note that both systems, the simple pendulum
and the SCARA robot, were controlled exactly with the same
physical circuit, although their model and dimensions are very
different. This shows the robustness and the flexibility of the
circuit.
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The simplicity of the circuit may render possible implemen-
tation as an integrated circuit after a design optimization [15].
This will reduce the dimensions and the cost of the controller.
It is also possible to implement this control structure in an
FPGA, which allows an easy tuning and scaling of signals
in the observer. See [20] and [21] for some examples of the
implementation of a controller in an FPGA.

This control structure may be applied also to other systems
with the Lagrangian structure, as microelectromechanical sys-
tems (MEMS). In [22], a numerical study of the application
of a robust control to MEMS is presented, where external
disturbances and parametric uncertainties are considered. In
[23], a Lagrangian model is used to describe MEMS, and a
comparison of the performance of three types of controller:
sliding modes, high gain, and model-free control, is presented.
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